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Rob, an experienced producer at Allure Studios,i sat at his desk in his Montreal office, working late into 
the night. The once-thriving production company he had built alongside Alex, his executive co-founder, 
was on a severe decline. A changing industry landscape, shifting societal values, and evolving audience 
expectations challenged the company’s status quo. 

Allure Studios’ immediate future now hinged on securing a project with Fixed Net,ii a prominent 
broadcaster/distributor with high standards for its productions. Fixed Net is looking for a company to 
produce a new coming-of-age TV drama series featuring a lead from an underrepresented group, ideally an 
Indigenous woman, and set at least in part in Quebec.

Background: Rob 

Rob’s young life on the north side of Montreal, the major city of Canada’s Quebec province, was a 
constant struggle. His mother worked tirelessly to provide for him and his siblings, but it was often not 
enough. Amid the hardships, Rob found solace in acting. He would often put on plays with his siblings 
based on their favorite movies. He spent long hours practicing his craft, studying the work of great actors, 
and pushing himself to be the best he could be. Rob’s passion for acting became his escape from the 
difficult reality of his life.

With few resources, Rob had to make the most out of every opportunity that came his way. His talent, 
hard work, and determination helped him land a major role in a low-budget movie. Rob’s performance 
shone through, and it caught the attention of many in the industry. His career took off, and he became a 
household name in the acting world.

i  Allure Studios is a fictional organization.
ii  Fixed Net is a fictional organization.
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